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    The needle valve is an important executive component in modern industry, it’s 
widely used in petroleum industry, chemical industry, municipal construction, electric 
system and some other important areas. Ferrule needle valve is one branch of needle 
valve which with higher flow regulation accuracy, better flow regulation linearity. As 
a result of using bite type tube fittings, the interfaces of ferrule needle valve can be 
fast sealed. The main contents of this thesis are as follows: 
    (1) Based on the full study of ferrule needle valve’s working principle, the 
overall structural design is finished by strictly complying with some instructive 
technical standards. The 3D models are established by using Solidworks. The valve 
body thickness and valve stem strength are calculated and checked, the related finite 
element analysis are done to verify the results by using Patran/Nastran. Researches on 
the principle of metal and packing seal are done separately, some key parameters like 
the pre-tightening torque of bonnet and packing nut are solved. 
    (2) Based on the full study of bite type tube fittings’ working principle and 
engineering practice, identification of back ferrule’s design elements is done. 
Researches on the influence of each back ferrule’s design elements to itself and tube 
fitting are done by combining orthogonal experiments and finite element analysis. By 
processing the result data of orthogonal experiments, an excellent back ferrule design 
is obtained, and the design methods of back ferrule is summed up. 
    (3) A service life testing device of the ferrule needle valve is developed, which 
using flexible shaft as transmission shaft, with flexible and reliable connection, show 
stable performance. Including overall design, mechanical design, electrical control 
system design, selection of electrical components, and electrical control cabinet sheet 
metal design. Research on the friction force between the stem male thread and bonnet 
cap thread are done, and accordingly the flexible shaft selection is finished. The 















    (4) Based on the related instructive technical standards, a complete testing 
program for the new bite type tube fitting is made, and accordingly the excellent 
sealing performance of it in harsh working environment is verified. Based on the 
related instructive technical standards, a complete testing program for the new branch 
of ferrule needle valve is made, the excellent performance of ferrule needle valve is 
verified by the results of testing experiments. 
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